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De^ARTivists United (D^AU) is a
501c3 entity that was founded in
2014 by a group of Deaf View/Image
Art De'VIA Surdists
1. Build a network of De’VIA artists whose works
are committed
\HAT
WE DO: to social justice and social
equality.

Deaf Artists in Residencies

2. seek opportunities and support for art about
the Deaf experience that involve taking and
making a stand against injustice.

#De'VIA Challenge
De'VIA Curriculum
Betty G. Miller/Chuck Baird
Tribute Project

3. promote the inclusion of De’VIA works in
galleries and museums.

Prison Project

4. organize and engage in peaceful non-violent
activism utilizing artistic expressions (via parades,
vigils, workshops etc.).
5. provide workshops, teach-ins, artist-inresidencies, and consultation about activism and
Deaf View/Image Art De’VIA (art about the Deaf
experience).
6. Maintain websites focusing on the De’VIA
Curriculum for Deaf students in educational
settings as well as an online De'VIA gallery.

What's Inside:

Puerto Rico Fundraiser
Refugee Project
Spectrum II

Upcoming Events:
#De'VIA Challenge Exhibit
January 19-Feburary 24, 2018
NTID's Dyer Arts Center
De'VIA Central Facebook
Challenge
February 1-28, 2018
https://www.facebook.com/groups/
deviacentral/

Access Gallery Exhibit
March 18- April 1, 2018
Denver Colorado
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ARTIST IN RESIDENCE: NANCY ROURKE

Artist in Residency at Indiana School for the Deaf. Five murals. April 2017.

Artist in Residency at California School for the Deaf, Fremont. 27 ft. CSD ASL Legacy
Mural. October 2017

Artist in Residency at Rochester Recreation Club for the Deaf & Rochester School for the
Deaf. 29 ft. mural. September 2016.
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PRISON PROJECT
In the summer of 2014, a group of
De’VIA artists and community leaders
began giving monthly art workshops to
Deaf men in a maximum security prison.
Here are a few of the works created from
these monthly art-making workshops.

a gathering of Deaf Artists....
June 23-30 2017

Spectrum II
SPECTRUM II

Spectrum I was a Deaf artists
colony that ran from the mid
1970s until 1980 in Austin,
Texas. D^AU held a one week
gathering at Carls Family
Village in Brooklyn, Michigan
where Surdism: ASL Lit, film,
theatre, and visual art about the
Deaf experience were all
explored, culminating with a
multimedia production, which
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included live painting. See the
video of the production at:
https://youtu.be/nR0Oqg6uFVI
It was an honor to celebrate Guy
Wonder’s 72nd birthday and
Monique Holt’s early birthday.
Big thanks to Monique and Bill
Moody for their amazing LSF /
ASL tactile interpreting.
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the participants
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Deaf community.
Big thanks
to Scotty and ISD for
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unique
6
x
6
paintings
that were
hosting De’VIA curr. IV.
auctioned off at the Deaf Club’s Color Us
Deaf reception. Arnaud Balard of France
made a special presentation at this
reception about Surdism. He also presented
to the teachers about vexillology and his
Sign Union Flag. Big thanks to Scotty and
ISD for hosting De’VIA Curriculum IV.

THANKS CONVO!
Our amazing sponsor for the past three De’VIA
Curriculum training sessions has been CONVO
--- a community-based relay company that
constantly gives back to the community---

SAVE THE DATE!! De’VIA CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT V
MSSD, WASHINGTON DC
JUNE 16-23rd, 2018
Questions: megan.burgess@gallaudet.edu.

The De’VIA Curriculum
Project has produced:
- lesson plans for many
different ages
-a De’VIA coloring book
- coloring pages of De’VIA
artists’works
- ASL videos on De’VIA and
specific motifs
Go to:
deviacurr.wordpress.com
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Fundraiser for Puerto Rico

Above photo from 2016 : students
from PR with their paintings done
in Rourkeism style

Above photo of Nancy Rourke and
David Call

We were all deeply upset by the
desperate situation facing Puerto
Ricans after Hurricane Maria. Nancy
Rourke was concerned especially for
Colegio San Gabriel para Sordo – a
Deaf school in PR and learned the
school had been damaged in the
storm. Because there was no
electricity on the Island and many of
the students were at their homes
when Maria hit, the state of their
well being was unknown. Nancy set
up a fundraiser on gofundme and
will be purchasing the necessities
that the School's Director has
communicated to her. Nancy and
David Call will be flying to deliver
the donated items safely. If you
would like to donate – please do –
every bit helps. Go to https://
www.gofundme.com/deaf-school-inpuerto-rico/ .

De'VIA CURRICULUM I-III

2014 at Rochester School for the Deaf

2015 at Calif. School for the Deaf, Fremont
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2016 at Kansas School for the Deaf
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#De'VIA Central Feburary Challenge
In 2011, Nancy Rourke, inspired by artist Matt Sesow, began doing a
painting a day for one month. Later, she invited other artists to join her in
theseDe'VIA
month-long
challenges which grew as it evolved to a motif a day
Curriculum
challenge in February via De’VIA Central Facebook. Deaf artists across the
globe, both established and emerging artists, have produced original and
impressive artworks. D^AU compiled all of the works for each day into pdf
documents for preservation We also hosted other challenges in De’VIA
Central such as: an animal motif challenge, #Surdistmakelovenotwar
challenge and a Deaf history challenge. You can see a video of Nancy Rourke
explaining the origins of these challenges and compilations of the artworks
created during these challenges by going to:
https://devartivistunited.wordpressom/dau-projects/devia-challenges-2/

Be on the look out for De’VIA Feb challenge 2018 in De’VIA Central
Facebook.

REFUGEEDoPROJECT

On August 31, 2017, D^AU hosted a painting workshop
for the Deaf Refugee Advocacy in Rochester group.
A second art workshop will take place in early 2018.
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Deaf Artist in Residence: Ellen Mansfield

Artist in Residency at New York School
for the Deaf, Fanwood
January 30-April 19, 2017
New York School for the Deaf
Bicentennial
Mural

Artist in Residency at Michigan School
For the Deaf
October 23-27, 2017
Tree of Deaf Life
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#De'VIA CHALLENGE SUBMISSIONS & EXHIBIT INFO

Check out the latest issue of THE
ENDEAVOR, Spring-Summer 2017 for
the cover story "Creating the Deaf
Experience Through Art" about
Nancy Rourke!
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Betty G Miller/Chuck Baird Tribute Project
will continue, that their spirit lives on in creating
Deaf-themed art in schools, and that collective
public works will be fostered in a non-competitive
manner.

D^AU received a small grant from Puffin
Foundation West, Ltd. for the Betty G. Miller and
Chuck Baird tribute. For the tribute this year,
students at Deaf schools work together to create a The Puffin Foundation grant only covered part of
reverse stencil mural banner similar to the 2nd
this project. We are looking for donations so that
Wave of De’VIA mural with multicolored
we can award the winning schools with art supplies.
handprints in the background with black paint
Please see the last page in the newsletter or our
covering the top. A triangle should be placed in
website to make a donation. Support future De'VIA
the center of the banner with five resistance and
artists!
five affirmation motifs arranged in various places.
[The BGM and CB tribute guidelines can be seen at
https://devartivistunited.wordpress.com/dauprojects/bgm-and-cb-challenge/]
Seven Deaf schools have submitted sketches of
their banner and received feedback. Their final
works are due December 1, 2017. As an award for
their participation, the schools will receive art
supplies and materials. D^AU hopes to continue
this tribute annually and next year’s BGM and CB
tribute will be a mixed media piece. The purpose of
the tribute is to ensure that BGM and CB's legacy

Sketch submission from MSD-Columbia

Sketch submission from WPSD
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TP pir READOI
To Our Readers....

SUPPORT DEAF ARTISTS!
D^AU composed guidelines for
schools and organizations regading
fundraising and art opportunities as
many De’VIA artists are asked to
donate their works for free and at
other times have been disheartened
to see schools or organizations pay
Hearing artists large sums to create
works for their spaces. See https://
devartivistunited.wordpress.com/
dau-projects/supporting-deafartists/ for our guidelines and feel
free to share.

We sincerely believe the arts capture and
represent the heart of Deaf culture. De^ARTivists
United (D^AU) has been hard at work nurturing
this heart. We are hoping that you could be part of
our efforts by contributing to D^AU. A taxdeductible donation would be used to:
-ensure art teachers at Deaf schools are educated
about De’VIA, work to develop new De’VIA lesson
plans, and foster in their students artistic
expression about their lives as Deaf people
(De’VIA Curriculum retreat--the creation of a
national K-12 De’VIA curriculum and
supplementary materials);
-award Deaf schools that have invested in De’VIA
art projects with art materials and supplies (Betty
G. Miller and Chuck Baird Tribute Project);
-host Deaf community art experiences, particularly
to underserved Deaf people (Deaf prisoner’s Art
Workshops, Deaf Refugee Art Workshops);
-educate the public about language deprivation,
audism, Deaf culture, De'VIA, and Surdism
(Engagement in social justice/activism);
-advocate for Deaf artists by organizing exhibits,
promoting Deaf Artists in Residences and creating
guidelines for Deaf schools/Deaf organizations to
invest in Deaf artists (Supporting Deaf Artists,
Deaf Artists in Residences, #DeVIA Challenge
Exhibit).
We would be most appreciative of your support as
an expression of faith in our culture and artists!
You may donate via the palpal link: https://
www.paypal.me/DeARTivistsUnited or make a
check payable to:
De^ARTivists United
461 Amelia Court
Loveland, CO 80537
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